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(systemic)Relationships
are not easy

a fact:

materializing systemic relations
a first attempt on using physical material properties to discuss 
inter-personal or inter-institutional relationships



manuela aguirre
PhD Candidate AHO

Designer at Halogen

adrian paulsen



working with relations in 
complex systems
We tend to focus on nodes, or 
entities, or units, rather than on their 
connections or relations.

“I hate those yellow labels, they limit our thinking.” 
(Birger Sevaldson)



working with relations in 
complex systems
We tend to focus on nodes, or 
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connections or relations.



http://www.systemsorienteddesign.net/index.php/giga-
mapping/types-of-systemic-relations



why did this all start?



sharing experiences when 
design meets health



Inspired on “Building the Service Design Research UK Landscape, Lancaster University, 2013”
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learnings
There are some tools missing, specially around implementation.
But what does implementation mean in the context of designing for 
complex social and public services, like health?











relational public services

We need to see public services as interconnected systems. 
The role of the government changes from a manager to an enabler.
Actors and institutions take the lead.  

A bigger role for communities, service providers and individuals.

At all these levels, we need to foster deeper relationships.

source: Muir & Parker. 2014. Many to Many: How the relational state will transform public services



lets rewind 24 hours





setting up the workspace











introducing the day



warm up: segmenting
Design-Systems & Academic - Practical (same as Birgers)

Copper - Metal & String - Yarn



invisible forces that shape
social interactions, like:

1. Taboos
2. Hierarchy
3. Cultural norms
4. History of discrimination
5. Lack of confidence
6. Social standards
7. Political agendas
8. Conflict of interests
9. Ability to express fear

or… “people just not liking each other”



introducing the materials



exploring the material
what qualities do they have?



paper/pen relation
exploring their relations (& forming groups)



evaluating this approach
Key findings: narrow start - limited vocabulary - skill based 



time to create!



owning the materials
through discussion and testing



meeting the case & the kit
making it their own



meeting the case & the kit
group dynamics





timeout sharing session
sharing challenges & smart fixes









presentation session



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0XSTEH7OT8


“collective vocabulary re: relationships”





“bringing people together,  
  like an elastic” 

“its interesting that when we don't have tools like this, our instincts 
are to create solutions that are not about relationships, but about 
things.

And here, we don't even need a product. Its all about transforming 
these relationships.”



Any participants in 
the room?



thanks to all the enthusiasm
and creativity of the participants!

adrian & manuela



@Adrian_Paulsen
@ManuelaAguirreU

get in touch!



write your questions/
thoughts/pictures 

here



how to design a feedback platform?

1) Maybe there´s a google function? / online questionnaire?
2) All the printable materials are done on our platform, that way we will see what 

types of challenges they use the tool for?
3) We also want to know what material library they create, and what relational 

vocabulary they design. 


